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Solutions to Problems 1141-1150

Q1141 In the 2003 cricket XI there were 7 boys who had been in the 2002 XI, and in
the 2002 XI there were 8 boys who had been in the 2001 XI. What is the least number
who have been in all three XIs?

Answer the same question with x instead of 7 and y instead of 8. For what values
of x and y is it possible that there were no boys in all three XIs?

ANS. One is expected here to make the rather unrealistic assumption that the cricket
XI of any year comprised exactly 11 players. Then in the 2002 team there were only
11 − 8 = 3 members who had not played in the 2001 team. Therefore of the 7 who
were in both the 2002 and 2003 sides, at most 3 had not played in 2001 so at least
7− (11− 8) = 4 had been in all three teams.

Repeating the argument we see that at least x + y − 11 were in all three teams, or
more realistically, x + y − N , where N is the number of players making up the 2002
cricket XI. Thus it is possible that there were no boys in all three teams for any values
of x and y with x+ y at most N .

Q1142 In a party of ten persons, among any three there are at least two who are
strangers to one another.
Prove that in this party of ten there are four people who are all strangers to one another.

ANS. Let one of the party, A say, be acquainted with the people in the set XA =
{X1, X2, . . . , Xk}.NoXi is acquaintedwith anXj inXA, since the three peopleA,Xi, Xj

would contradict the data. Thus if k ≥ 4{X1, X2, X3, X4} would be a set of 4 mutually
unacquainted people. Henceforth wemay assume that no one at the party knowsmore
than three others.

On the other hand, if k < 3, there are 10− k − 1 ≥ 7 people not known by A. Let B
be one of them. Since B knows at most 3 of the seven there are at least 3, {X, Y, Z, say}
who are not acquainted with B. Of these 3 two {X and Y, say} are unacquainted, by
the data. Then {A,B,X, Y } is the required foursome.

We have only one case remaining:- that in which each person knows precisely 3
of the others. Unfortunately this is the most complicated case to resolve. Let A be
acquainted with all members of the set S ≡ {B,C,D} and therefore unacquainted
with all members of the set T ≡ {E,F,G,H, I, J}. If any of the latter, E say, were
unacquainted with B,C and D then the foursome {E,B,C,D} would terminate our
search. Hence each of B,C and D must be acquainted with 2 different people in the
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set T.We can relabel the members of T so that T ≡ {EB, FB, GC , HC , ID, JD}where the
subscript indicates the member of S with which each is acquainted.

We now turn our attention to friendship within T. No two bearing the same sub-
script can be acquainted, by the data.

EB

FB

JD

ID

HCGC We shall connect the points in Figure 1 by lines to in-
dicate that the corresponding people are acquainted. Alto-
gether there are 6 lines to be put in, two from each vertex.
If any of G,H, I and J is unacquainted with both E and F ,
then we finish by exhibiting the foursome comprising that
person with A,E and F.

Thus we may assume that the four lines starting from E and F must finish one each
at G,H, I and J. Similarly the four lines from G and H must be distributed evenly
amongst F,E, I and J ; etc.

Hence, relabelling within the pairs (G,H) and/or (I, J) if necessary, we can assume
thatEB is joined toHC and JD, and that FB is joined toGC and ID. To avoid the triangle
GCFBID,we must put in the remaining 2 lines by joining ID andHC and JD to GC . But
then {A,EB, GC , ID} has the required properties. This completes the argument.

Q1143 My four year old daughter is just starting to learn to play the keyboard. One
of the first things that she must master is to play five notes, DO, RE, MI, FA, SO, us-
ing her thumb for DO, her pointer finger for RE, her middle finger for MI, her ring
finger for FA and her little finger for SO. Like all four year old daughters she is full of
mischief and while she could play all of the notes with the exact fingering she teases
me by doing the ‘opposite’ so that not even one finger will correspond to the correct
note. Nevertheless, by using her fingers in the correct sequence from her thumb to her
pointer, and by selecting among the same five notes, DO, RE, MI, FA, SO, she creates
some interesting ‘oppositional’ tunes. If she was to present me with a different one of
these ‘oppositional’ tunes as a birthday present on each of my birthdays she would be
four years older than I am now by the time she exhausted her repertoire. How old am
I?

ANS. The ‘oppositional’ tunes are mathematically known as derangements. The
number of derangements on n elements is given by the subfactorial of n and it is writ-
ten !n. Recall that the total number of permutations on n elements is given by the fac-
torial of n and it is written n!. There is a formula relating the number of derangements
to the number of permutations as follows:

!n = n!
n∑

k=0

(−1)k

k!
.
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Thus in our case where n = 5 we have

!5 = 5!(1−
1

1!
+

1

2!
−

1

3!
+

1

4!
−

1

5!
)

= 5× 4× 3− 5× 4 + 5− 1

= 44

Now suppose that I am X years of age. We are given that my daughter is currently
4 years of age and she will be X + 4 years of age in !5 years time, thus X =!5 = 44.

Q1144 Identify all of the symmetries of a square.

ANS. A square has 8 symmetrics: the identity, rotations through 90◦, 180◦, 270◦, and
reflections in each of the four axes shown.

Q1145 The diagram shows a rectangular floor x units long and y units wide, which
is covered with tiles 1× a units (a, x, and y are all positive integers.) Prove that such a
covering is possible (without cutting any tiles) if and only if “a” divides either x or y
exactly.

x

a

1

y

ANS. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious, thus if a divides x, say, x = ka, the
floor can be divided into k strips a by y units, each of which can be covered by a row
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of y tiles. To prove that the condition is necessary divide the floor into 1 × 1 squares,
and colour the squares using “a” different colours, as shown in the diagram. Thus use
the colour 1,

a 1 2 a 1

3 a 1 2 a

2 3 a 1 2

1 2 3 a 1 2

for the lower left square, 2 for the two squares
which have an edge in common with it, 3 for the
next diagonal consisting of 3 squares, and so on
up to the

colour “a”. Then use “1” again and repeat the colours in the same order until every
square is coloured. Whichever of the 2 possible ways a tile is laid, it covers “a” squares,
one of each colour. Hence a necessary condition for the tiling to be possible is that there
should be equal numbers of squares of each colour. There are certainly equal numbers
of squares of each colour in the top “a” rows (since every column contains one square
of each colour in these rows). We may omit these rows, and similarly, we may omit “a”
columns along the right hand side of the figure. In fact, if x = q1a+ r1, 0 ≤ r1 < a and
y = q2a + r2, 0 ≤ r2 < a by omitting q1 blocks of “a” rows, and then q2 blocks of “a”
columns we are left with a small rectangle in the L.H. bottom corner of the floor, with
sides of length r1 and r2, respectively, (unless one of these numbers is zero). But such
a figure cannot have the same number of squares of each colour. In fact, the number
of squares bearing the colour “a” is r1 + r2 − a, whilst, if r1 ≥ r2, the number bearing
the colour corresponding to r1 is r2, and these numbers cannot be equal since r1 < a.
Hence, unless either r1 or r2 = 0 the floor cannot have equal number of squares of each
colour and the tiling is impossible.

Q1146 Cover the shape shown below with nine identical tiles that have the same
shape as the overall shape but are smaller in size. The tiles must not overlap and there
must be no gaps. The result is called a rep-9-tile.

ANS.

Q1147 Cut the letter E, with dimensions as indicated by the squared background, into
four pieces and use the pieces to tile a square.
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ANS.

Q1148 Are any of the twenty-three solutions to the house shape in Figures 15a and
15b of the article “Finding Multiple Solutions to Tangrams” in this issue mirror images
of one another?

ANS.

Q1149 What greeting do you obtain on inverting
1.292991834497026118438065683993?
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ANS. We thought we’d have fun with a cryptic question but there is a typing error in
the number. The answer is

What is the typing error?

Q1150 Using the seven tans shown, how many solutions can you find for the fish
shape?

ANS. There are two as shown below:
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